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INTRODUCTION 
The primary purpose of this article is to determine conditions on an 
integral domain D in order that composition of binary quadratic forms 
over D (or classes of such forms) can be defined, and to extend to such 
domains some of the applications of composition of forms over the rational 
integers. 
A domain D in which 2 # 0 is called a C-domain provided (a) each 
nonzero element of D is contained in only a finite number of maximal 
ideals, and (b) xe _ ys mod&) implies x _ y mod(2) in D. In Section 2 
several number theoretic conditions on a domain D are investigated, and 
various properties and examples of C-domains are obtained. If C, and C, 
are two classes of binary quadratic forms over a C-domain with coprimc 
divisors and equal discriminants, then it is shown in Section 3 that a 
compound C,C, can be defined by the use of “united forms” and the 
class group of primitive classes of fixed discriminant is obtained. The 
results of Section 3 are applied in Section 4 and the basic result obtained 
is Theorem 4.2, which gives an algorithm whereby the transformations 
T of a primitive binary quadratic form f into a multiple eg of a primitive 
binary quadratic form g are uniquely related to representations of e by 
one of two specific forms. Finally, in Section 5 we consider quadratic 
extensions of a domain D and examine the connection between multiplica- 
tion of modules and composition of forms. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall use D ‘to denote an integral domain with identity 1 # 0 
and characteristic # 2, and we observe the conventions of [18] regarding 
such rings. By a quadratic form over D, we mean an expression 
2 auXiXj = f with ai E D an4 1 < i < i < n. In this zrticle we are 
concerned with the case n = 2 for which f is the binary quahatic form 
aXs2 + bX,X, + cX,s, and we follow the conventions of [12] regarding 
such forms. Thus, f’ will be represented by [a, b, c], the matrix of f by 
and the dismiminant of f by d = b2 - 4ac. The ldivisor of f is defined as 
the ideal in D generated by the coefficients of f and denoted by (a, b, c). 
f is said to be @&n&e if its divisor is D. Two binaries f and g over D 
with matrices F and G respectively are called equivalent if there is a 2 x 2 
matrix T with entries in D and with determinant 1 such that T’FT = G, T’ 
the transpose of T. If such is the case, we write f -g. Since - is an 
equivalence relation, the set of binary quadratic forms over D is partitioned 
into equivalerlce classes which we refer to as classes of binary quadratic 
forms over I). 
Composition of quadratic forms, first developed by Gauss [6, article 
2351, is defined for binaries as follows: If aiXi2 + biXiYi + ciYi2 = fi, 
i=r: i, 2, 3, are quadratic forms over D and if f3 is transformed into fifi 
a y the substitution 
(X3 Y3) = T(X,X, XlY, X,Yl YlY2j’ with T= 
fib Pl P2 
\ qo Ql !.I2 
a matrix with entries in D, we shall say that f3 is trclnsfomzable into fif2; 
if further the ideal generated by the 2 x 2 subdeterminants of T is D, 
we shall call f3 a compound of fifi. Let Fi be the matrix of fi, i = 1, 2, 3, 
and set 
I. 
I,= 
p,x, + P2-5 ?hX1+ P3y1 ( q(Jx,+q3y1 1 q1x,+q3yl ' 
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I’, = 
pox, + Ply, ( P2X2 + PsY2 1 q&2 + q1y2 Q2X2 + !73Y2 l 
Then Tl’F3 T, = f& Tz’F3T2 = fiFl and taking determinants yields 
ITIIsIFal = f121F21, lT313lF31 = fi21F,I [15]. Therefore for some U, v in 
K the quotient field of a\, we have IF3l/!F3i = ti2, IF,I/iF,( = v2 and 
ITI1 = zdfa, IT4 = vf3. A comparison of coefficients gives poq, - q& = 
a,% PO, - qoP3 - PlQ2 -+ q1P2 = b,u, P2q3 - q2P3 = w PO!?, - crop2 = 
“2% P& - !loP, -t- P,q2 - ati, = E27) and P1Q3 - QlP3 = c2v. Thus 
arz4, b,u, clti, a,v, b2v, c2v E D. Nofe also that if P is any prime ideal ir! 
D containing these elements then poql - plqo = poq2 - qop2 z 0 mod P 
SO either p,, E q. z 0 mod P or plq2 - q2pl G 0 mod P. In either case 
PO!?3 - qoP3 = P1q2 - QzPl E 0 mod P and hence P contains the ideal 
generated by the 2 x 2 subdeterminants of T. We have therefore 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If fi, i = I, 2,3, are binary quadratic forms ovey 
D with discriminants di(# 0) respectively and if f3 is a compoatnd of flf2 
then there exist ti, v E K such that 
d2/d3 = f42, d&i, = v2, (1.1) 
ufl and vf2 are forms over D the sum of whose divisors is I), (1,Z) 
b,u E b2zl mod(2). ( 1.3) 
If the substitution T given above transforms f3 into f,f2 then the 
substitution po p1 p2 
- qo -- (I1 - !I2 - 43 
transforms [a 39 -- b,, c3] into 
fif2. It follows therefore that composition of forms as defined by Gauss 
may not necessarily induce a composition for classes of forms since 
[a,, b3, c31 ad [a3, - b,, ca] need not be equivalent forms. This difficult! 
was dealt with by Gauss (with D = 2 the rational integers) by defining the 
compound to be direct if u, v are positive. He then proved that forms 
resulting from the direct compound of fif2 constitute a single class and 
so obtained a compositron for classes oi forms and his resulting celebrated 
theorem on duplication [8, article 2601. For an arbitrary domain defining 
class compositior: in this manner is no longer feasible unless only forms 
with a fixed discriminant are considered, thus requiring U, v = :k 1. A 
sign choice is but a minor problem in using the Gauss definition of class 
composition ; the major task is to determine whether two forms satisfying 
(Ll), (l.?), (1.3) of Proposition I.1 have a compound. Owing to the 
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difficulties involved with the latter problem (see Example 6.6), we begin 
this article with an investigation of a simplified definition of class composi- 
tion given by Dirichlet [4] for ciasses of primitive forms with the same 
discriminant and extended by G. Pall [12] to classes of primitive forms 
with discriminants d@, s E 2. 
DEFINITION 1.2. If in classes C,, C, of primitive forms with the same 
discriminant there appear un&lZ forms over D fi = [a,, b, a,~] in C, and 
fi = [a2, b, a,~] in C, then the class C3 containing the form f3 = [ala,, b, c] 
will be called the COSZ~OZ& of C,C,. 
We note here that f3 is a direct compound of fifi since the substitution 
cl”= 
10 0 -c 
0 al a, 
b transforms I3 into fifi, the ideal generated by 
its 2 x 2 subdeterminants contains a,, a2, b and therefore is D, and z1;, v
of Proposition 1.1 are both 1. 
2. NUMBER THEORETIC CONDITIONS ON INTEGRAL DOMAINS 
The primary concern in this section is to determine conditions on D 
which will imply the existence of xxnited forms in classes C,, C, of primitive 
forms with the same disciinka~t. We consider first the following condi- 
tion on D. 
Condition A. For d(# 0) in D there are only a finite number of 
maximal ideals in D which contain d. 
PRO POSITION 2.1. If D satisfies Condition A and al, . . . , a, E D with 
n > 3 and (a,, , . . , a,) = D, then there exist b,, . . . , b, _-t iga D szcch that 
(a, + blanr . . -j a,_, + &_,a,) = D. 
Proof. We may assume a, # 0 for otherwise b, = 1 and b, = l l l = 
b_ = 0 gives a solution. Let M,, . . . , MS be the maximal ideals con- 
tlining al. For each i = 1, . . . , s there is a j, 2 < i < n, such that aj $26,. 
For those values of i for which i < n let bij = 0 ; however, if aj E M, 
for all 2 < i < n - 1 set bij = 1, i = 2, . . . , n - 1. From [18, Theorem 
31, p. J-771 there exist bj E D such that bj z bij mod Mi, i = 1, . . . , S. It 
forlows that (ar, a2 + b,a,, . . . , a,,__ 1 + b,_ ,a,) = D. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 2.1 is a special case of ;z result in [ 1, Theorem 11.1 J and 
[‘S]. The two articles discuss the concept of stable range in D with applica- 
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tions to modules and matrices over D. The following theorem motivates 
our use of Condition A and Proposition 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let D satisfy Condition A and f = 2 a,jX,Xj, 1 < 
i < i < n, be a quadratic form over D. If C = (all, a12, . . . , a,,) and E 
are nonzero ideals in D such that C -j- E = D then there exist rl, l 8 . , r, E D 
such that (r,, . . . , r,) = D, f(r,, . . . , rn) # 0, and (j(yl, l l l , r,)) + E = D. 
Proof. Let M,, . . . , M, be the maximal ideals in D containing E and 
let 1 < 2 < s. If gii $ Al, for som.e i = 1, . . . , n set t, = 1 and tir = 0 
for i # i. If, however, aii E Ml for 1 < i < n, choose aij 4 Ml and set 
t’ = tjj= 1,tkl 
L 1, . . . , s. 
= 0 for k # i or i. Choose ti E D such that tf E t, mod M,, 
It follows that (f(tl, . . . , t,)) + E = D; hence there is an 
e E E such that (tl, . . . , t,, e) = D. Since the theorem is trivial for n = 1, 
we may assume n >, 2. By Proposition 2.1, there exist b,, . . . , 5, E D such 
that for ri = ti + biewe have (or, . . . , Y,J = D and (f(r,, l . . , Y,)) + E = 11. 
It is obvious that rl, . . . , Y, may also be chosen to satisfy f(r,, . . . , Y,,) $I 0. 
.4s a partial converse to Theorem 2.2 we prove 
THEOREM 2.3. If for every f, C, and E as in Theorem 2.2 there exist 
5, . . .) Y, E D such that (or, . . . , Y,) = D and (f(r,, . I . , Y,,)) + E = D, then 
f or al, . . . , a,EDwithn>3and(a,,...,a,) = Dthereexistb,,...,b,, _&I 
such that (a, + bin,, . . l ., a,,_, + b,_la,) = D. 
Proof. We may assume a, + 0. Let / = X!, _ &,X, $- l l l + an&), 
E = ( 1 a1 ’ and choose pi, . . ., rn E D such that (rr, . . ., Y+) = D and 
(f( Yl, l l l ) 6JI a,) = D. Then (Ye_ r, a,) = D and (+y2 + l l l + anrn, aI) = 
D. Let u E D satisfying tir,_r z 1 mod@,). Then (a,y+ + l l l + a,, _ l + 
%ww a,) = D so we have (a,, . . . , a,, __.,, a,,_ t + a,ur,) = D. 
Remark 2.4. Let fl, f2, 3, f d,, d,, d,, u, v be as in Proposition 1.1 with fl 
and fi primitive and d, - d,. Since +, vfz are forms over D it follows that 
u, v E D and from (Ll), ti = -j-- v. Xow by (1.2), jt is a unit of D and 
from (1.3) we have b, 5 6, mod(2). Noting also that equivalent forms 
have second coefficients congruent modulo (2), it follows that for an 
arbitrary domain D a necessary condition for two classes of binary forms 
with the same discriminant to be compounded is that the second coefficients 
of the forms in the classes have a fixed residue modulo (2). Although it 
would be possible to consider certain sukets of the set of forms with a 
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given discriminant, for example, the forms whose matrices have entries 
in D, ii seems more desirable to insure a composition for the complete 
set of primitive forms. We now consider conditions on D which will 
yield this result. 
Condition B. D contains every element a in K, the quotient field 
of D, such that a2 + tia + v = 0 for some ti, v or” D. 
BRQPOSITIOS 2.5. D satisfies Condition B if and ody if a2b2 ES 
c2 mod(4a2) with a, b, c E D imfiZies ab z c mod(2a). 
Proof. Suppose D satisfies Condition B and let a2b2 - c2 = 4a2k with 
k E D. Then (ab - c)/2a is a zero of x2 - bx + k, and therefore ab G 
c mod(2a). 
Conversely, suppose (~1s)~ + ;tc(r/s) + v = 0 with r, s, zc, v E D. Then 
-.-__ 
r/s = (- 24 -+ vu2 - 4v)/2 and 1/~ - 4v = e/f 
(( zc - e/f)/21 l ((u ,- e/f)/2) = v, and hence u2f2 
e mod(2f). Thus f le, sa_k: e// = t E D. Since ti2 3 
and r/s ED. 
with e, f E D. Now 
- e2 = 4f2v and tif E 
t2 mad(4), zc -.. t mad(2) 
CCJROLLARY 2.6. If D satisfies Condition E then D satisfies 
Co&Son C. For x, y E D with ~2 ZE y2 mad(4), we have x E y mod(2). 
Thus two forms :ai, bi, ci], 2’ = 1, 2, with the same discriminant, 
d := ,5,2 - 4a,ci, over a domain satisfying Condition B have B, E b, mod(2). 
Proposition 2.4 gives in addition the following results. 
COROLLARY 2.7. If D satisfies Condition B and x2/y2 with x, y E D 
then xjy. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let D sadisfy Conditioti % and let [a, b, c] be a form 
OWY D. If d = b2 - 4ac is not a square in D then the only sol&on of 
axi1 A bxy -!- cy2 =. 0 with x, y E D is x = y = 0. 
Proof. Since d is not a square in D, neither a nor c is 0. Suppose 
ax2! -j- bxy + cy2 = 0 with x, y E D and y # 0. Then a(x/y)2 + b&/y) + 
C =I 0 and therefore d = u2/v2 for some zt, v E D. Since D satisfies Condition 
B, @J E D and d is a square in D. Consequently y = 0, and the same 
argument shows that x = 0. 
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Exavn~Ze 2.9. Condition C (and hence B) fails to hold in some rather 
special domains. For example in the ring 21; = ,Z 1_1,1/Ej, z the rational 
integers (5 = 1 mad(4) and Vi!& 1 mod(Z) in S). Yet the ring S has 
several important ideal theoretical properties-e.g., S is Noetherian, 
proper prime ideals are maximal, every proper ides1 has a finite residue 
class ring, every proper ideal is contained in only a finit,? number of 
maximal ideals (showing that Condition A does not imply Condition B), 
etc. In fact, the main defect of the ring S from the ideal theoretical 
point of view is that S is not integrally closed ir: its quotient field. 
Integrally closed domains constitute a large class of domains which 
satisfy Condition B, and the following theorem gives an ideal theoretical 
‘characterization of integral closure. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let K be the quotient field of D. D is integral/y closed 
in K if and only if A2 C A(d) implies A C (d) when A (-# 0) is a finitely 
generated ideal in D and d E D. 
Proof. Let a = a/l) with a, bE D be such that an + alan -’ + l l l + a,, = 0 
with aiED for i = l,..., n and denote by M the fractional ideal (i.e., 
D-module) generated by 1, a, . . . , am-’ over D. It is clear that M2 = M, 
and If A = M(b”-l) then A2 = A(b”-‘) and consequently A C (b”-l). 
Since abnW2 E=‘ A, abn-’ = b”--‘q for some (I E D and thus a E D. 
Conversely, let 0 # A = (a,, . . . , a,) be a finitely generated ideal 
in D such that A%A(d) with dED. Let O#aEL4 and set x=a/d. 
Then aai = d Cy= 1 ciiaj, Cij E D, i = 1, . . -, n. It follows that 
zy=l (Cij - Odij)aj = Ofori== 1,..., n where 6,j is the Kronecker delta. 
By Cramer’s rule we obtain an equation of integral dependence for 3~. 
It follows that a E D and AC(d). 
COROLLARY 2.11. D is integr&y closed in K if az.d onLy if A” = A (d) 
implies that A = (d) when A( # 0) is a finitely generated ideal in D and 
dED. 
Proof. If D is integrally closed in h’ and A % = A(d), then A C (d) 
by the above theorem. There is an ideal Q in D such that A = (djQ, and 
hence (d)aQ2 = (d)Q(d). Since (d)2 is a nonzero principal ideal, Q2 = Q. 
If we note that Q is nonzero and finitely generated, it follows from [18, 
p. 215, Lemma 21 that Q = D and A = (dj. Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 2.10 rem&s valid if “integrally closed” is replaced by “com- 
pletely integrally closed” [8, p> 1031 and “finitely generated” deleted; 
however, Corollary 2.11 is no longer valid (e.g., in a rank 1 nondiscrete 
valuation ring with maximal ideal 216, fiP = M but M # D [17, p. 2401). 
Note also that integral closure does not imply Condition A as D = 2 [Xl, 
the polynomial ring over the rational integers, is integrally closed and has 
infinitelv many maximal ideals containing X. 
DEFINITION 2.12. A C-domain is an integral domain with characteristic 
# 2 satisfying Conditions A and C. 
Dedekind domains (in particular principal ideal domains) and valua- 
tion rings furnish examples of C-domains. In addition any integrally 
closed domain which satisfies Condition A is a C-domain (e.g., the intersec- 
tion of a finite number of valuation rings with a common quotient field 
[9, p. 381). For examples which are not integrally closed let K be a field 
with 2 # 0, f(X) and g(X) nonconstant pol_vnomials in K[X] with g(X) 
square free, and set D = K[X, Yj/(Y2 - f(X)*g(X)). 
.3. COMPOSITIBN OF BINARY QUADRATIC FORMS 
Let e, a’ be nonzero elements in D and [a, b, c], [a’, b’, c’] be binary 
forms over D. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 [G. Pall]. There is a transformation T = i t , 
[ 1 Y, sU, v E D, with determinant e taking f = [a, b, c] into f’ = [a’, b’, c’] r 
if mui only if there are elengents Y, s, atid k in D such that 
* 
a’ = a@ + brs + cs2, (3 1) . 
aer + ks z 0 mod(a’), (3.2a) 
(k -- be)r - ces z 0 mod(a’), (3.2b) 
b’ = 2k - be, (3 3) . 
k2 - kbe = a’c’ - ace2. (3 4) . 
Proof. The transformation 
fz if and only if 
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a’ = ar2 +- brs -/- cs2, (3 ) ’ .5 
.:,’ = 2aru + b(rv + us) + %SV, (3.6) 
c’ = au2 -j- buv -+ cv2. (3 7) . 
Let k = aru + brv + csv. Multiplying (3.5) by 11 and then by zt gives 
(3.2a) and (3.2b). F rom Eq. (3.6) follows (3.3). For (3.4), we have a’c’ - 
ace2 = a’(au2 + buv + cv2) - ace2 = [(k - be)r - ces]au + (are + ks) x 
(bu + cv) - ace2 = k(aru + bzls + cm) + kb(us - YV) = k2 - kbe. 
Conversely, let us assume that there are elements Y, s, and k in II 
satisfying (3.1)-(3.4). Let U, v E D such that aey + ks r= a’v and (k - be)r - 
ces = a’u. If we multiply (3.2a) by r and (3.2bj by - s and add, the 
result is a’(re, - us) = e(ar2 + brs + cs2) = ea’ and since a’ # 0, e = YV - 
zcs. To find k, multiply (3.2a) by u and (3.2b) by - v and add to obtain 
aeru + ksu - km + berv + cesv = 0. (3 8) )’ . 
Thus ke = e(arzt + brv + csv) and, since e # 0, k = aru + bvv + csv. 
Multiplying (3.8) by 2 gives e(2arzc + b(rv + su) + 2csv) -- 2ke + be2 = 0 
and since e # 0 and b’ = 2.k - b, this equation yields (3.6). Also, a’c’ = 
k2 - kbe + ace2 = k(aru + csv + bus) + ace2 = (ay2 + brs t_ cs2)(au2 -+ 
buv + cv2) = a’(au2 + buv + cv2) which gives (3.7). Therefore T = 
Y tc 
I I s Z! 
has determinant e and takes fi into fi. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 3.1 remains valid if “integral domain” is replaced by 
“commutative ring” and “e, a’ nonzero” replaced by “nonzero divisors.“ 
For the case e = 1, the proposition reduces to the following lemma of 
Gauss [12, Lemma 11. 
COROLLARY 3.2 
a’ # 0, or*er D aye 
(Gauss’ lemma). Two forms [a, b, c] md [a’, b’, c’], 
equivalent if and only if there exist Y, s E D such that 
a’ = wy2 + brs + cs2, (3.1’) 
2ar + (b + b’)r ZE 0 mod(2a’j i (3.2a’) 
(b - b’)r + 2cs G 0 mod(2a’), (3.2b’) 
b2 - 4ac = b12 - 4a’c’. (3,3’) 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let fi = [Jib Ei, cr] be binary quadratic forms over a 
C-domain D and set Ci = (ai, bi, Gi) for i = 1, 2, 3. Sufipose d == ai2 - 
‘-&a&g # 0 for i = 1,2,3 and that Ci + C, = D fw i + i. Then thtw exist 
b, c aad ai’ # 0 in D such that (a,‘, aj’) = D for i + i avid fa rt [as’, b, cki] 
where ki = al’a2’a3’/ai’, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Proof. Since C, + (C, n Cs) = D, it’ follows from Theorem 2.2 that 
1, w [ax’, bz’# cl’] with aI’ # 0 and (a,‘) + (C, fl C,) = D, f2 - [a,‘, b,‘, c2’] 
wfith a,’ # 0 and (a,‘) + ((a,‘) ll C,) = D, and f3 - [a,‘, $‘, $1 with 
aa’ # 0 and (aa’) + ((a,‘) f’l (a,‘)) = D. Thus (Bi” a$‘) = D for i # J and 
d = b12 - 4a4’rl. Since bi’2 EE bjf2 mod(Q), i, i = 1, 2, 3, b,’ z 4’ ZE 
b,,’ mod(2) and, since b,’ - b,’ E (2al’, 2a,‘), there exists x E D such that 
XEE b,’ mod(2a,‘j, x E b,’ mod(2a2’). Now x - b,’ E (2a& 2al’a2’) so tl .ere 
exists b E D such that b zz x mod(2a,‘a,‘), b E ,1~ mod(2aa’). It follows 
that b zz b,’ mocl(2ai’) for i = 1, 2, 3. By a translation we obttin 
[cI’~” bi’p ci’] - [ai’, b, l,], Zi E D. Since d = b2 - 4ai’li and (a,‘, ai’) = D 
for i # i, it follows that li = ck; where c E D and ki = al’a2’ailai’, i = 
1,2,3. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let fi = [a,, b,, a,c,,], f2 = [a,, b,, u,c,ll fa = La,, b2, a&, 
and I4 = [al, b2, a3c21 be forms over D such that fi - f3, f2 - f4, a3a4 # 0, 
and (a3, a4) = D. Then fif2 = [ala,, b,, cl1 - Ca3a4, b2, ~21 = f3fda 
Proof. Using the Gauss lemma, we have Y, s, X, y E D such that 
a3 = a,r2 + b,rs -+ cla2s3., (3 9) . 
2a,r + (6, +- b,)s z 0 mod(2a,), (3.10) 
(b 1 - b2)r + 2a2cls z 0 mod(2a,), (3.11) 
b12 - 4a,a2cl = b22 - 4a3a4c2, (3.12) 
a4 = @,x2 + b,xy -/- a,c#, (3.13) 
2a,x + (6, + b,)y E 0 mod&J, (3.14) 
(4 - b,) x + 2a,c,y z 0 mod(2a,). (3.16) 
In order that fifi pv f& it 
elements u, v E D such that 
is necessary and sufficient that there exist 
a3% = ala2u2 + b,uv + c@, (3. IS) 
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2a,a,zt + (b, + b,)v = 0 mod(2a,a4), (3.17) 
(b I - b,)ti + 2c,v = 0 mod(2a,a4), I (3.18) 
L 
b12 - 4ala2cl = b22 -- 4a3a4c2. 
I, 
(3. IQ) 
‘Let u =: rx - clsy and v = a2xs + airy + b,ys. Now ‘(3.19) follows 
dram (3.12) and (3.16) follows by multiplying (3.9) and (8.13) together, 
regrouping and substituting the values for u and v. Set R = 
[2a,r + (b, + b,)s] [2a,x + (b, + b,)y]. From (3.10) and (3.14) we get 
! 
&A = 2a,a2u + (b, + b,)v -j- 2a,c,ys E 0 mod(2aiad) 
and (3.17) follows. Furthermore (3.18) follows since (a,, ,a,) = D and 
x l (11) + cIy l (10) = (b, - b,)zt + 2c,v = 0 mod(2a,), ; 
r l (Is) + cls l (14) = (b, - b,)u + 2c,v z 0 mod(2aJ. I/ JZ.E.D. 
Let .9 be a set of classes of primitive forms over D and 1 :t us assumc 
for the moment that any two forms f, g in classes in .Y have a compouncl 
(in the Gaussian sense). NM let fi, fi, f3 be forms in class ‘s in 9, let 
f.4 = fif28 fs = f4fm fe = f2fa f, = fifal : and denote by & the discriminalnt 
of fi, i= l,..., 7. Since fl, f2, & are primi.tive, j4, ^  . . , f, are primitive 
and it follows from Proposition 1.1 and Remark 2.4 that there cxkt 
m, n, pi ql Y, .T, 21, v E D such that 
6, -” nPd,, d, = n2d,, d3 = p2d,, d, = q2d,, 
d, :. I r”d,, d, = Gd,, d, = u”d,, d6 = v2d, 
with (w, ?a) -=. (p, a) = drl s) = (u, ZJ) = D. Since (d,, d,, d,) = (n2q2d5, 
m2q2d,, fi&) = (dJ -= (qt2d,, s2v2d,, r2v2d,) = (d,), d, = ed, for some unit 
e in D. Thus d, = !r”@d5, d, = (mq)2d, with (tiq, mq) = (q) and d2 = 
e(sv)2d,, $ = e[rv}qd, with (sv, rv) = (21). If we consider also a c,ompound 
of fif3 then we obtain di = eisi2d with d = d,, e, units in D, si E D, and 
(si, si) a principal ideal in D, i, i = 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, the additional 
assumption that D satisfies Condition B implies that e is a square in D 
(using the equation +n2q2 = ezt2 and Corollary 2.7) and the unit+ ei may 
therefore be omitted. It follows therefore that for the classes in ?49 to 
admit a composition parallel to the composition defined by Gauss a 
somewhat stringent condition must be placed on the discriminants of 
the forms of 9’ and the condition given below is perhaps the most satisfac- 
tory answer. 
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Let D denote a C-domain for the remainder of this section. A GCD set 
will be a set S of nonzero elements in D such that for s, t E S, there is a 
unique 1~ E S such that (s, t) = (fd) (the positive rational integers, for 
example, in case D = Z). Let &, be a nonzero discriminant in D (i.e., 
there exist a, b, c E D such that d, == b2 - 4ac # O), set d = d(S, d,) = 
(dOs* 1 s E S}, and derlote by 9’ the collection of equivalence classes of 
primitive binary quadratic forms with coefficients in D and discriminants 
in d. Under the operation defined below 9 is a commutative semigroup 
which contains as a subgroup the group of primitive classes of discriminant 
& for each d E d. Let C,, C, be elements of 9 with discriminants &-,~I*, dOi22 
respectively, let ji be a form in Ci, and set ti’ = ti/(tl, t2) for i = 1, 2. 
Since t2’jl and tl’j2 have coprime divisors and equal discriminants, we 
have from Theorem 3.3 united forms g,, g, such that 
t27, -a = [a&‘, t,‘t,‘b, a2t,‘tl’t2)c], 
(3.20) 
4’i2 - & = [ad,‘, t,‘t,‘b, fzlt.$l’t&] 
with ala2 # 0 and (a,, a2) = D. The product or compound of the class 
g1 and the class g, is the class containing 
g,g, = [ap2tl’t2’, L “?‘b, tlft2’c] = t,‘t,’ [@,a,, b, c] (3.21) 
and [ala,, b, c] is a primitive form of discriminant d0u2 where (u) = (tl, t2) 
and IC E 9. The class containing g = [ala,, b, c] will be called the product 
or compound of C, and C, and will be denoted by C,C, or C,C,. Let f3 
be a form in the class C, of discriminant dots2 E A and set zc’ = H/t, t3’ = t3/t 
where (t) = (u, t3), t E S. Since t& and u’ja have coprime divisors and 
equal discriminants, there exist united forms h,, 12, such that 
t3’g - h, = [a,a2t,‘, dt3’b’, a3u’t3’u’c’], 
W’js-ii2 = [a&, dt3’b’, ala2t3’u’t3’c’] 
(3.22) 
with a3 # 0 and u‘b’ s b mod(a,n,). Therefore (C,C,)C, is the class 
containing the primitive form g’ = [a1a2a3, b’, c’] of discriminant dot? 
Since zc’b’ E b mod(a,a,), b’tJt E t,‘b mod(a,), i = 1, 2, and (by a transla- 
tion) ji - [ai, ti*ri’, . . . ] where ti” = tilt for i’ = 1, 2,3. A direct computa- 
tion slow,s: that C’,(C,Ca) is also the class containing g’. From Theorem 3.4 
iit follows that composition is well defined and, from the above remarks, 
;zssociative and commutative. Thus we have proved 
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THEOREM 3.5. The set 9’ with the operation of composii?on is a com- 
mutative semigroup. 
Remark 3.6. (i) The quadratic forms considered in the remaincler of 
this article either have the same discriminant d or there are two sets of 
forms with discriminants d and dv2 respectively, d, v E D. For the first 
case the semigroup 9’ may be constructed with S = {I} and in the latter 
case with S = (1, v}. 
(ii) If S is any GCD set in D then tS is a GCD set for any t E I). 
With t = - 1, the semigroups 9’ a.nd - -9 constructed with S and - S 
respectively are isomorphic. Additional properties of .y3 and -’ 9, as 
for example products of elements of l y7 with those of - 9, will not be 
considered here but may be of interest to the reader. 
(iii) Let S’ be a subset of D - (0) such that for sir s2 E S’ there 
exists ss E S’ with (s3) = (sl, s2). Then S’ contains a GCD set S with the 
property that every element of S’ has an associate in S (two elements 
in D are associates if their quotient is a unit in 0). The set S may be 
constructed as follows. Partition S’ into disjoint classes using the equiv- 
alence relation a hi b if a and b are associates in D. Assuming the axiom 
of &o&, we may take for S a set of representatives for the classes of S’. 
(iv) Finally, we point out the similarities between the class composi- 
tion described in (3.20) and that defined by Gauss (see Section 1). First 
note that the existence of a unique u E S such that (u) = (s, C), s, t E S, 
replaces the sign choice adopted by Gauss and necessary for the uniqueness 
and associativity of class composition. Also, if Ci, fi, g,, ti, i r= 1, 2, are the 
forms given in (3.20) and g = [ala,, b, c] is the form in the product class 
given in (3.21), then the substitution 
0 t,‘al tl’a2 bt,‘t,’ - 
transfcrms g into (g,/t,‘) (g,/t,‘) and the ideal generated by the 2 x 2 
determinants of T is D. 
COROLLARY 3.7. The classes of primitive forms with discriminant 
d E A along with the operation OJ com;bosition constitute an abelian group G,,. 
Proof. A form with discriminant d which represents 1 is equivalent 
to a form [l, b, c], b, c E D, with b a fixed residue mod.ulo (2) ; therefore, 
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the set & of forms which represent I is a class in Gd. Since [u, b, c] [l, b, ca] = 
[a, b, e], Id is the identity. Also, [a, b, c] [c, b, a] = [ac, b, l] so every 
element of Gd has an inverse. 
COROLLARY 3.8. If d = d,@, d’ = dot2 E A and tls in D, then for each 
cltzss C,t of discriminant d’ in 9’ we have C& = C,/. 
THEOREM 3.9. If d = dOs2, d’ = d,,t2 E A and sit in D, thm Cclp -+ Cl& 
maps the groups Gdf homowwphically onto the grozlp Gd. 
Proof. It is clear that Cd& is primitive and has discriminant d. If 
Hdt E Gdt then H,/ -+ lift& and CdtHdj ---t CdtHJd = C&H&, which 
establishes the homomorphism into. Let v = t/s. Any primitive form 
[a, b, c] of discriminant d is equivalent to one with first coefficient prime 
to v (Theorem 2.2), and hence we can assume (a, v) = D. If C is the 
primitive class of discriminant d’ contaimng [a, bv, cv2], then C + C1, = 
the class containing [a, b, c] and the homomorphism is onto. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.9 generalizes a result in [ll] where it is assumed that D 
is the rational integers, s = 1, and t is a prime integer. We conclude this 
section with the following example: 
Example 3.10 Let d = 4h(x) where h(x) = x3 - ax - b is a cubic 
in D = Q[x] with no multiple roots, Q the rational numbers. Let Gd be 
the group given in Corollary 3.6, Hd be the subgroup of classes in Gd which 
represent a constant polynomial in D, and set G = Gd/Hd. It is known 
[3] that each class of Gd represents a polynomial with degree < 1, unique 
except for constant factors. ‘Thus to each coset of G there corresponds 
a unique form, the form [l, 0, - h(x)] for the identity of G and for any 
other coset a form [x - Y, 2s, (s2 - h(x))/(x - r)] for some r, s E Q. In 
addition, to the latter form there corresponds the point (r, s) on the curve 
yk h(x) and to the form [l, 0, - h(x)] the point at infinity. It is shown 
in 11’7, p. 3253 that the set S of rational points P = (r, s) on the curve 
y"= h(x) is a group with the sum of two points P,, P2 equal to the point 
of intersection of the line segment P,P, (the line tangent to the curve 
at Pa if P, = P2) with the curve y2 = h(x). The point at infinity is the 
identity and the inverse of P = (y, s) E S is - .B = (r, - s). If P3 = 
PI + P2 with Pi I- (YS, si) E S, i = 1, 2, 3, then a direct computation 
gives 
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i 1 S2 - Sl 
2 
r3 = 
-_ 
?a - rl 
-(~2frl), s3=s1+ 53 (r,--y1) for P,#P,; 
( 1 5 - % 
(3.23) 
4 2 - ypz ( 3r+ -p 1 _ 
2% 
2r 1’ a s 3 zzz (35 - 
\ 23 
1 ( r3 Q) -!- s1 for 9, = P2. 
(3.24) 
WC now show that the groups G and S are isomorphic. It is clear that 
the correspondence between elements of G and points in S described 
previously is one-to-one and onto. XOW let gi E G with corresponding 
forms fi = [x - yi, 2si, g,(x)], i = 1,2. To compute glg2 it ir; nt :essary 
to find united forms equivalent to fi and fi respectively, For rl # pi 
this can be achieved with a translation, fi N h, = Ix - ri, 8s3’, g&z)] 
with s3’ = s1 + [(s, - sl)/(rz - r,)](s - yl) = s2 + [(s2 - s&/(Y~ - rl)] x 
( x - Q). NOW Al?z, = [(x - 11)(x - r2f, 2~~‘~ - (x - r3)] with ~j given 
by (3.23). The form corresponding to g,gz is, applying a permutation and 
then a translation to h,h,, [3G - Ye, 2s,, g&j] with Q, s3 given by (3.23). 
Assume now that rl = r2. The difficult case occurs with fl = f2 ~7 
[x - rl, 2s,, (X - ~&(x)J, s1 # 0. 
‘1 -1 
Apply to fz the transformation 
[ I 1. o to obtain f2’ = [p&), - 2(s, + .T - I$, x - rl j with g&f -- 
( x -- r,)[l + g&j] + 2s, and (g&), x - YJ = D. Now s1 + (3~ -- 8j) x 
egg) = - sy - (x - rT) + g&~) = s3’ so by a translation we obtain 
united forms f1 N 12, = [X - yl, 2s,‘, nt&~~ ] and 12 - ,i, = [g&x), Zs,‘, 
@$4(X) 3 * Therefore Jz1h2 = [(x - rl)g&), %,‘, - (X + 2r,)] and by a 
permutation and a translation we obtain the form k = [X - (-- 2~4, 
2s,,g,(x)]. Since (x - YJ~/s~~ - Iz(x), 3v12 - lz - 0 so the points corres- 
ponding to h are those given in (3.24). 
Since verification of the remaining cases is a duplication of the abo~ 
procedure, we leave the details to the reader. 
4. THE EQUaTroN T’AT = eh” 
Throughout this section D will denote a C-domain. This section 
concerns primarily the extension to C-domains of some results of [2! where 
it is assumed that D is the ring of rational integers. 
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LRMMA 4.1. If d = b2 - 4ac and dv2 = b’2 - 4a’c’ are discrimz’na%ts 
in D, then b’ z rfr bv mad(2). Atss, if (a’, 4acv2\ - D then k’ #(b’ + bv)) = 
D. 
Proof. Since b’2 = b%2 mad(4), b’ :;,: 5~ .*. X!.(S). Tl- ere exty L :.:, 39 E D 
such that a’x + 4acv2y u 1. Since :l G’ -- C. 1 * ,:(:I’ + bvi $- WCV~ = a’c’, 
it follows that a” - +_:’ -‘; - 4 (b’ - bv) l _S(O . !. bv)-$1 -‘:: I ar. d (a’, 
$(b’ + bv)) = .I). ~$E.n> 
THEORI. !\I, 4 2. Let A i;-’ A: matrices of the Prim&u oznary qtiti@yatic 
forms (over 2; j = [or b, cJ pi class K) and g = [a’, b’, c’] (in class L) 
~1 respective disc; im.inan., + d a%d dv2, dv # 0. Let L-l denote th,e inverse 
of L in its subgroup and let e(# 0) be an elewaeilzt of D, By an algorithm 
given in tke PYOO~, each matrix T with entries in D and determinant ev 
such that 
T’A T = el3 j~$ P_j 
can be made to correspond, one-to-one, to each re$wes I ct dim G/ e by a WC Yn. 
form in KL-I. The matrices T which satisfy O. 1) an? hair.-? & et &?zant 
- ev cowe+on.d one-to-one to each representatior 0; z Fy a cetttiiz km in KL. 
Pyoof. By replacing g and f with ec.uiTla!i-iRZ. : A ._ 3, 7 can assume 
aca’ # 0 and (a’, 4acv2) = D. By Eem, a c”l 2.1, $(L ’ .: Cv) E D. Since 
(a’, av) = D, there exists j E n such that 
avj E +[b’ + bv) mod(a’). 
Thus v(b - 2ai) E - b’ mod(2a’) and squaring 
f+ - bj -t_ c ZE 0 mod(a’). From Proposition 3.9, 
(4 2) . 
this equation gives 
it follows that there 
is a 
and 
transformation T = with determinant ev satisfying (4.1) if 
only if there exist tl, t3, k in D such that 
ea’ = at,2 + bt,t, + ct3= ;
aevt, + kt, 3 0 rnod(ca” 
(k - bev) tl - cevt, zz 0 mot I%. h 2 * 
(4 3) . 
(4 4) . 
- , 
C’! i _;_ 2k - bev, k2 - kbev = e2a’c’ - ace%! (4 5) . 
Equations (4.5) hold if and only if k = +e(b’ + bv) and with this value for 
k (4.4) is satisfied if and only if 
art, + &(b’ + bv)t3 zz 0 mod(a’), 
-it_@’ - bv)t, - cvt, E 0 mod@‘). 
(4 6) . 
Assuming (4.3) and (4.6), we 5ave 
t1 c - @a mod@‘), (4 $1 . 
e = aafx2 +- (b - 2ai)xy + sy2, where sn’ = aj2 -- bj -+- c, (4 9) . 
4 = a’x - yj, ta 7 y. (4.10) 
These equations are obtained as follows: (4.2) and (4.6) give (4.7) ; (4.i’) 
and Lemma 4.2 yield (4.8) ; (4.10) is obtained from (4.8) ; and (4.9) by 
substituting (4.10) in (4.3). Note also that ior x, y satisfying (4.9) and 
t,, i2 satisfying (4.10)) (4.8) is satisfied and with (4.2) we have @.Sj a~1 
(4.6). Set Cz = [aa’, b - 2aj, s]. By a translation we have [a, b, c] - 
[a, b - 2aj, sat]. Since [c’, b’, a’] w [a’, - b’, c’] - [a’, v(b - 2aj), asvzj, 
it follows that h E KL-? 
The case in which T has determinant - cv follows in a similar manner 
when v is replaced by - v. 
Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.2 is valid with e = 0 provided D satisfies 
Condition B and d is not a square in D. In fact, the or@ sitlution of T’A T = 
0 is T = 0 (Corollary 2.8). Actually the equation T’A T = 0 has a non- 
trivial solution T if and only if f has a nontrivial representation of zero 
in D, the columns of T being representations of zero by f and representa- 
tion Y, s E D of zei-o by f giving the solution T = 
L I 
i 1 . An easy calcula- 
tion shows that f has nontrivial representations of zero in D if and only 
if d, the discriminant of f, is a square in I<, the quotient field irf D. There- 
fore Theorem 4.2 is valid with e = 0 provided d is not a square in K. 
If T is a solution of (4.1), so is WT where W is any unimodular auto- 
morph of f ; and if Y = (yl, y2)’ is a representation of e by /z -I 
[aa’, b - 2aj, s] , so is VY where V is any automorph of h. The collectin? 
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of all solutions T of (4.1) can be partitioned into disjoint “‘automorphic 
sets” { W’T} where two solutions Tl and T, are in the same automorphic 
set provided there is an automorph W of f such that Z& = WT,. A 
similar statement holds for the representatiok I< of e by k In certain 
cases (e.g., D is the ring of rational integers and d is a nonsquare positive 
integer) the number of distinct automorphic sets is finite while the number 
of solutions is infinite. 
THEOREM 4.4. The one-to-one association expressed i;iz Theorem 4.2 
extends to the au.tomo@iic sets { W T]. and { V Y>. 
Proof. If g = [p, q, r] is a primitive form over D and of discriminant 
d + 0, then there is a one-to-one association between the automorphs 
of g and the solutions t, u E D of the Pell equation t2 - du2 = 4, where 
the solution t, u corresponds to the automorph 
i 
(t - P)P - I91 tqt, 24) = 
l Pfd (t + P-4/21 
(4.11) 
We indicate briefly the proof of this statement. If U(t, .IC) = U(t’, zc’) 
then (t, u) = (t’, ‘) ZJ since one of p, Q, or Y is not zero. For ~5 # 0, it follows 
easily from the Gauss lemma that the automorphs of g are exactly those 
given in (4.11). For p = 0, one of q or Y is not zero so applying T = 
1: y] or [i - i] to g we have an 
with ;9’ + 0. The automorphs U of g and 
ziJ s;oIv~g Iqr U gives (4.11). 
TATI T tw d colution of (4.1) and let: 
equivalent form g’ = [@‘, 4’, I’] 
V of a”’ are related by U = TV T-l 
(x, _Y)’ be the corresponding rep- 
cewn ta tion i i e L\v h = [aa’, b - 2aj, s] given in (4.9) and (4.10). Let 
:; & ‘ ii zLy‘J‘- I bxor;,h of f and let (t, u) be the corresponding solution of 
fS _. * il , ‘~11 qu,:1 tioo 9 - &2 = 4. Then WT is also a solution of (4.1) and 
t:,e; .-I. I’ T’i’;’ cc, ‘. _q- xds to a representation (x1, yl)’ of e by /z given 
bv i.9) all.’ r-i !O). If V is tke autcmorph of h which corresponds to t, zc 
tlreri the following argument will show that V(x, y)’ = (x,, yJ’, which 
will establish the one-to-one association between the sets { W T} and { V Y}, 
where the class { W T} determined by T is associated with the class {VU} 
determined by Y = (x, 3’)‘. If T = 
t, = a’x - jy, tis = y. (4.12) 
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Furthermore 
arm from (4.12) we have 
Now 
3 = a’xI - iyl, s3 = Yl. 
and (recalling that sa’ = aj2 - - bj + c) a direct calculatio;l shows that 
W, y)’ = (.x1, yJ. Q.E.D. l 
In Theorem 4.2 z was kept fixed; we now allo2+ it to vary over 11. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let f, g, A, B, d, and dv2 be given as in Theorem 4.2 and 
assume that d is not a square in the yuotiegzt field of D. Then the solartiom 
T of (4.1) for which there exists some e E D (e may vary) such that det T = ev 
form a two-dimensiona?l D modtile ; and likewise /or those solutions I’ with 
determinant - ev. 
Proof. If T = F 
[ ’ 
: is a transformation with determinant cv 
3 4J
satisfying (4.1) then (4.31, (4.4), and (4.5) hold and conversely. Further- 
more, if t, and $ are solutions of (4.3) and (4.4) thcz i,, t, are determined . 
from (4.4) by 
aevt, -+ kt, = ea’t,, 
(4.15) 
(k - bev)t, - cevt3 = ea’t,. 
Hence if T is a solution of (4.1) the first column of T determines the second 
column uniquely, and formula (G.10) tells us which pairs t,, t, can serve 
as the first coiumn of a solution T of (4.1). For each representation 
x, y of e by the form h in (4.9) there corresponds a unique pair t,, t, given 
by (4.10). 
Let T, be the solution of (4.1) obtained by taking x = 1, y = 0 in 
(4.9) and (4.1Oj, and T2 that obtained. froim x = 0, y = 1. Let 12 = 
[a,, b,, cl] denote the form in (4.9). Then T,‘A T, = a,B and T,, A T2 == 
c,B. If we use x =: 1, y = 1 in (4.9) and (4.10) we get the firsit column 
of a solution T3 o:f (4.1) where T,‘A T3 = (+ + b, + c,)B. Since the 
\ 
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expressions in (4.10) and (4.16) are linear in the ti, it follows easily that 
Tl -#- Tz = T3 and therefore ( Tl + T,)‘A ( X; + T,) = (a, + b, + cl) B, 
T,‘AT, + Tz’A Tl a= b,B. Hence 
(XT, + .Y'T,)'A(~T, + yT2) = (a# + b,xy + cly2)B, (4.16) 
and it follows readily from (4.10) that the representation of e by k which 
is associated with T = XT, + yT2 is x, y. Since the association given in 
the proof of Theorem 4.3 between the solutions (4. I) and the representations 
of e by Jz in (4.9) is one-to-one, we have that the general solution of (4.1) 
with determinant of T = ev (e variable in D) is given by (4.16) by T = 
XT, + yT2 with x, y E D. A direct computation of Tl and T, shows 
that Tl and T2 are linearly independent over D. Q.E.D. 
The case A = I3 in Theorem 4.5 is of particular interest. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let f = [a, b, c] be a primitive form over D with dis- 
criminant d, a no%sqzcare in the quotient field of D, avtd let ,4 be the mat&v 
of f‘ The matrices T with e&ies in D wh,ich satisfy/ 
T’AT=eA, eED, det T = e, (4.17) 
form an integral domain J. Furthermore J = (xR + yS 1 x, y E D> where 
R=[b y], s=[i --;I 
atad the general solution of (4.17) is given by 
(XX + yS)‘A(xR + yS) = (x2 + bxy + acy2)A. (4.18) 
Proof. If J denotes the set of matrices T which satisfy (4.17) together 
with T = 0, then J is a two-dimensional I) module by Theorem 4.5. 
If 171 = {xR + yS 1 x, y E D} then a direct computation shows that 
M C J. Now R and S are linearly independent over D since xR + yS = 0 
with x, y E D implies x = 0 and ya = yb = yc = 0. Thereforc M and 
J generate the same two-dimensional vector spaces over K, the quotient 
field of D. Let T E J and write T = rR -j- SS with Y, s E K. Then Y E D 
since T has entries in D, Hence SS has entries in D and since (a, b, c) = D, 
it follows that :; t: D. Therefore J = M. Since S2 - bS + acR = 0, 
it follows that J is a ring isomorphic to D [Xl/(X2 - bX + acj. Now 
d is not a square in K, the quotient fie1.d of x3; thus X2 - bX f- ac is 
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irreducible in K [XJ and it follows that Z3[X]/(X2 - bX + a~) is ml 
integral domain. 
5. QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS OF INTEGRAL COhlAINS 
The use of module multiplication in quadratic extensions of 2, the 
rational integers, as a means for developing form and class composition 
over Z has been a popular technique among the authors following Gauss 
primarily because module multiplication is easy to perform and clearl\ 
associative (see Poincare [13J and Dedekind [a] for two of the earlier 
expositions). In this section the connection between module multiplicrr- 
tion and form composition for a domain L) having characteristic # 2 il; 
examined; the purpose is not, however, to obtain a simplification of 
the computations of Gauss, which for the most part will be assumed, but 
to investigate additional properties of form composition and to develor~ 
applications of composition over rings other than the rational integers. 
Let f(X) = .x2 - tX + n be a polynomial in the polynomial ring 
13 [X] with roots w and 6 in some field extension of K, the quotient fiekP 
of D. Assume further that f(X) is irreducible in K [X] and denote by K 
the domain D [l, CO]. For 01 = /A. + bco in R, the conjugate of x will hi 
E = cz + btT, and the ~~~~ of ot will be ~(~) = CXK For an ideal .& in 
R, the set of conjugates of ,!$ is an ideal .G in K. Denote by N(z/) the 
ideal ~~2. 
Proof. The assumption that D [A, b + 03 is an ideal in I\ gives 
N(b + w) = (b + cr))(b + 6) E D[A, b + w] f-I D = A. 
Conversely, let Njb -/- 09) E A. From the equations (b -1 w>w :=-- 
(t -+-bj(b + o) - Nfb + CO) and acr, = a(b + CO} - ab, WC see that 
D [.4, b -+ cry] is an ideal in R. Q.E.D. 
Henceforth we shall denote by [A, h $- w] the L) module I1 jL4, b + w ’ 
and by A” the set A4 R. By an ~~~ey~~~Ze i~ eaZin an i::tegral domain WC 
mean an ideal A (+ 0) such that there is an ideal B( # 0) with -4 B principal. 
It is easily seen that the product of two ideals is inycrtible if and only if 
each factor is invertible, and that if a41 B are ideals such that ,4 C N and I; 
is invertible then B divides LL 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let d = [A, b -j- CO] be an ideal in R wit’“;: A an 
invertible ideal in D. A necessar)} and szlfficierct condition for Lsd to be 
invertible is th.at N(.sii’) = A”. 
Proof. Since A is invertible and N(b + CO) E A, there is an ideal B 
in D such that (N(b + co)) =AB. Now,N(&‘)= [A,b+oJ[A,b+6]= 
A’*[A,b+m,b+05,By. Let C = [A, 2b + t, B] so that N(d) = 
A” * [C, b + CU]. If J$ is invertible then .gis invertible ; hence [C, b + co] 
is invertible. We have [C, b + cuJ2 = [C2, C(b + co), (2b -Jr t)jb + cu) - 
N(b + co)] = C”. [C, b + w]. The fact that [C, b + aij is invertible 
implies C” = [C, b + lo]. Expressing b + co in terms of elements of 
C’ &es Cc = R; hence N(d) = A”. 
Conversely, if N(d) = A” and A is invertible then A” is invertible, 
whence & is invertible. Q.E.D. 
Let !, g be primitive binary forms over D with discriminant d( # 0) 
and let T = P, Pl P2 
( 
Pa 
% 41 q2 43 1 
be a substitution transforming a compound 
/z of fg into fg. By Remark 2.4, there exist units ti, v E D such that 21 = 
zt: v, 
YO3 - au, Yo3 - Y12 - - bu, rs = cu, 
( 1.) 5. 
Yo2 = a’v, Yo3 -+ Y12 = b'v, Yl3 -= c'v 
with f = [a, b, c], g = [a’, b’, c'], and Yij = $iqj - qipj, 0 < i < j < 3. 
We shall call h a direct compound of fg whenever zt = v = 1. If h’, f’, 
and g’ are forms over D with f’ w f and g’ - g and if h is a direct compound 
of fg then 12’ is a direct compound of f‘g’ if and only if h - h’ (the proof 
of this statement requires only ;A duplication of the proof given by Gauss 
with D = 2 and will therefore be omitted). Thus if C,, C,, C, denote 
the classes containing h, f, g respectively and if h is a direct compound 
of jg then we shall call C, the compound of C,C,. The reader will note 
that whenever C, and C, contain united forms, the above definition 
coincides with Definition 1.2 so that no ambiguity results from adopting 
this second definition. It should perhaps also be noted at this point 
that class composition whenever possible is associative (the proof is in 
essence that of Gauss and will therefore be omit ted). 
Let now D satisfy Condition C and denote by c;d the set of classes of 
primtive binary quadratic forms over D with discrirninant d = t2 - 4n. 
By Lemma 5.1 and the proof of ‘iheorem 5.2, to each primitive form 
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f = [a, b, c] wieh discriminant d there corresponds an invertible ideal 
&! = [a, (b - t$2 + m] in R (since b* E t2 mad(4), (b - t)/2 E D). 
THEOREM 5.3, Let D satisfy Condition C and let f, g be primitive 
binary quadratic forms over D with dixriminant d. A necessary and sufficiefft 
condition for there to be a direct compound of fg is for &+QR to bz a free 
two-dimensisnal Ll WJO& e?c. 
Proof. Let T be tine matrix given in (5.1) and let zf, 7) = 1 in (5.1). 
Set 
An easy computation shows that ‘I’ carries the D module IX,, arJ into 
J$J$; hence [at,, x,-J 2 J$J$. Since the ideal generated by the elements 
- qtpj is D, there is a matrix V over D such that :‘V = 
1 0‘ 
Y** = p,qj 
1.9 
i 1 
o 1 
constructed as follc~w>l. Choose a,, . . . , a3 E D such that /+,a, -+ l 9 l -p 
13,% = L and bij E D such that 2 bijYij = 2 qiai. If we set X, = a,, +- 
bo,P, + b,,P, + h3PS~ "% = a1 - bOlP0 + b,,P, + b,,P,, x2 = a2 - b,,P, I 
b,,p, + b,p,, and X~ - a3 - b,p, - b& - b,P, then C pi%- = 1 and 
cq .x. = 0. Similarly there exist _I’~, . . . , y3 E n such that z, qij’i ‘= 1 
and ‘2 piyl: = 0. Let 
Since TV = , sl%,d, = [ar,, Q]. .41so &+zIg contains the elements 
aa’ # 0, aa’cu, linearly independen t over D, whence q, cc2 are linearly 
independent over D. 
Conversely, suppose J+G$ = la,, az] w Since &+$Q?I.~~ = (aa’), 
N(a,X + oc,Y) = aa’(a,P + b,XY + cIY2) = aa% with It a form over 
D. Let U be the vector / 
t ( aa’, a -- -- -- + 0~ ,“2 ), a’($!++ (hpt+~)(K~t+*J)) 
and let 
1’ = 
(PO A. P2 P,\ 
ho 41 92 q3/ 
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be the matrix with entries in D such that ?7 = (0~1, Q) I‘. Then 
with (X, Y) = T(X,X,, X,Y,, Y,X,, YiYz)‘. Taking norms, we see that 
T transforms h into fs. Let V be the matrix over D such that (ar,, a2) = 
UK Then TV = I, the identity matrix, and since W’TV = W’ with 
wz ( ‘k, Ql q2 43 -p, -Pl -P2 -P3 1 
it follows that the 2 x 2 subdeterminants of T generate D. Therefore 
?z is a compound of fg and (5.1) holds for the matrix T and some u = & v, 
units in D. Since d is not a square in D, a # 4) and hence one of P, or 
q0 is not zero. Without loss of generality, we may assume q0 # 0. Now 
aa’ = alp0 + a2qo, a(@’ - t)/2 + 4 = ati + a2ql and solving for a1 gives 
al24 I- a’ql - ((5’ - t)/2 + w)qo. Similarly aq, - ((b - t)/2 + w)qo = 
ap and it follows that zc -= v. Replacing a2 with ti%, h with h, = 
!:a,, ub,, u2c,l, and qi with q&, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, we see that 12, is a direct 
compound of fg. 
C~HOLLARY 5.4. If ideals in. R which are free D modules have the 
property that their @$?dticts a* e free D modules then Gtr, with the operation 
induced by form composition, is an abelian pot@. 
Theorem 5.3 reduces the problem of form composition for the discrim- 
inant d = P - 4% to that of determining whether the products of free 
D modules in R are again free. That this in general is a difficult problem 
may be seen from the following proposition and example. 
YROPOSITION 5.5. Let D satisfy Condition C and let f = [a, b, c] be 
a pimitive form over D with discriminant d. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for there to be a direct comfioztnd of ff is for there to be a nzatrix 
S over D -with first YOW a, b, c and with determinafzt 1. 
Proof. Let J$ = [a, (b - t)/2 + ~1. We need only investigate the 
conditions for dj2 to be a free D module. Suppose first that J.G+~~ = 
&P, a((b - i)/2 -/- to), ((b - t)/2 + o)~] = [a,, are] with a,, a2 E R. Then 
thr! matrix T in the proof of Theorem 5.3 may be assumed to have the form 
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PO Pl Pl ( !I0 c?l Ql 
holds with 
and M, v of (5.1) may be taken to bc 1 Ihs (5.1) 
a = %l = YQ2 -I= P&l - !loP,* b = r,, = P&3 - &PO* 
(5 ) * 2 
c = 523 = 53 = PI!73 - P3c 
Choose x, y, z E D such that :YU + yb + xc = P and let 
x P3 q3 
S-l= y -p, -q1 . L I z PO qo 
Then S-l has determinant I and a, b, c is the first row of S. 
Conversely, assume S has determinant 1 and first row a, b, c with 
L 
x P3 q3 
S--l= y -PI -q1 l 
x PO %_ 
Then (5.2) holds and the proof of Theorem 5.3 implies that J/,~ is frccl. 
Q.E.D. 
We consider now the following condition on n. 
Con&ion E. For ‘YF EZ with n >, 3 and a,, . . . , a, E I) such that 
( % . . ., a,) = D there exists a matrix with entries in 11, first row aI, . . . , a,,, 
and determinant 1. 
It is known [5] that Condition A irlplies Condition E, but no applicable 
necessary and sufficient conditions are known for a domain to satisfy 
Condition E. If, for ir;stance, D = K [X,, . . . , XJ, a polynomial ring 
in ‘yt indeterminates ove1 a field K, then it is a famous open question of 
Serre [14, p. 121 whether D satisfies Condition E (the answer being yes 
for n = 1, 2) ; however, if m3 = K [X,, . . . , Xn]i(X12 + l l l + Xn2 - l), 
K the real numbers, then there is no matrix over D having determinant 
1 and first row x,, . . . , & with n # 1, 2,4, or 8 [16, p. 2701. Hence, 
Example 5.6. Let D = K[X,, X2, X3]/(X12 + X22 $- X32 - l), Ir’ the 
real numbers, and. let f =z- [Xl, ff,, x3]. By Proposition 5.5 and the above 
remarks, there do not exist direct compounds of ff; hence the classes 
of primitive binary forms with discriminant x22 - 4&x3 lack the 
property of closure und;?r the operation of class composition. Q.E.D. 
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Given invertible ideals J$, B in R, we define & and &% to be epivalent 
(written AI - 49) if there exist 01, /?(# 0) in R such that or&’ = /?A!?. Then 
- is an equivalence relation on the set of invertible ideals in R and the 
equivalence classes constitute an abelian group G(W) with the operation 
induced by ideal multiplication. Denote by I$ the subset of classes 
which contain an ideal [LZ, b + co], a, b E D. 
Suppose now that D satisfies C and assume further that G, is a group 
under the operation of class composition. 
THEOREM 5.7. The map 43: Gd -+ Hd defined by q(C) =L= (d/j for C E Gd 
ati f E C is a surjective homomorphism wz’th kernel ker 43 = (C E Gd 1 C 
contains a form which represents n unit in I)).* 
Proof. To show that v is well defined, let C E Gd contain the forms 
f = [a, b, c] and g = [a’, b’, c’] and iet T = 
[ I 
: r be a matrix with 
entries in D and with determinant 1 which transforms f into g. Then 
(ar + ((b - t)/2 + G]+.$ = adg and, since d is not a square in D, 
aa’ and ar + ((b - t)/2 + 6)s # 0. Thus &/ - J.$. 
Now let h be a direct compound of fg and let T, al, “2 be as given in 
the first implication of Theorem 6.3. Then ._Q’&~ = [a,, a%] and 
N(oc,X +asY) = aa’h = aa’ [a,, b,, cl]. Since iii, [al,ocJ = aa’ [a,, (b, - t)/2 $- 
OJ] = aa?&, the class containing h maps onto the class containing A?&~. 
Therefore 43 is a homomorphism. 
Since it is obvious that 43 is surjective, let { [a, b, c]} E ker v. Then 
ia, (b - t)/2 + co] is principal generated by oc = ma + n( (b - t)/2 + W) 
for some m, n E D. Since (N(oc)) = (a) in D, J and A+) are associates 
in D. Therefore iV(a)/a = am2 + bmn + cn2 is a unit in D. Conversely, 
if f represents a unit in D then there is a form equivalent to f with first 
coefficient a unit in D. Hence A?, - R. 
Example 5.S. For the case D = 2 there are two units & 1. Therefore 
E =-- ker 43 has 1 or 2 elements; they are In if ~2 + txy + %y2 represents 
* It is evident that rp need not be injective; however, I. Kaplansky shows in a 
forthcoming article “Composition of Binary Quadratic Forms” that a bijective map 
may ‘be obtained by modifying the definition of ideal classes. A bijective map is 
advantageous in that the associative property of form coinposition can be obtained 
immediately from the fact that module multiplication is associative. 
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- 1 with x, y E D and Id, { [ - 1, t, -- nl) if x2 + txy + ny2 fai:.; to 
represent - 1. For D the integral closure of 2 in a quadratic extension 
of the rational numbers, the set W of units in D is well known [lo, 33: 10, 
p. 771, being either { & 1) or { & e” 1 n G Z} for some unit e in D. Given 
any u E D represented by a form f over 13, au2 is represented by f for all 
u E U; therefore, reducing U modulo U2, it follows that E has 1, 2, or 4 
---.-_ 
elements. For example, with D = 2 [ 1, )‘%I and Q -3 1/--- 5 an easv 
calculation shows that E has 4 elements { [ 1, 0,5]}, { [ - 1, 0, - 5J >, 
([I + V2,0,5/(1 + V$J}, and {c- (1 + 2/2j, 0, - 5/(1 + VGJ}. With 
D = Z[l, Viij and co = 1/g E has 2 elements { [ 1, 0, - 51) aild { [1 -+ 
V go, - 5/( 1+ VZj 1). E may also be an infinite group as is the case with 
D = Q [Xl, Q the rational numbers, and cu = vT(?j, f(X) an irreducible 
cubic in Q [Xl. Here E 1~ isomorphic to Q*/Q*? where Q* is the multipli- 
cative group of Q. 
LEMMA 5.9. Let D he a Dedekind domain and A, B nonxero ideals in 
D. There is an ideal C w B with generators u, v such that ( N(u + VW)) + 
A D. ===: 
Proof. Since D is Dedekind, there is an ideal C N B with (C, A) = II 
[lo, 22.5 c, p. 481. Let 0 # zc E C with (u, A) = D. Now D/(H) is a 
principal ideal ring [ 18, Corollary 1, p. 2781: hence C has generators 
u, v1 for some vf ED. Since (u, A) = D, there is an x E D such that 
z’z v’ + xu E A. We hxve N(zd -+- VCO) s u2 mod A so (N(u + VW)) +- 
A - D. 
THEOREM 5.10. Let D be a Dedekind domain. In each class E of 
invertible ideals in R there is a representative of the t_@e [A, b + W] where 
A is an ideal in D. 
Proof. Let A?’ E E and set ctd = {s E D 1 Y + sco E d for some r E D}. 
Clearly ctd is an ideal in D and & C (ctd)? Since (~t&)~ is invertible 
there is an ideal z+ in R suck; that & = (ct.d)%Zl and, since (clan?‘,) (ctd) 2 
ctd, ctd, = D. Choose b + CO E -&r and let A = .!d; fi D. For Y + 
SW E &I, r + SW. = s(b -+ 0) + Y -- sb. Thus Y - sb~d~fW= A and 
&r = [A, b + cKJ* 
Choose C = ( 24 v as in Lemma 5.9 with B E {cW}-I. NOW (24 + oco) == , ) 
C%? for some ideal @ in R and, since C(ctB) 2 C, eta = D. It follows that 
?%?= [P,p+ ]f cu or some ideal P in D. Note also that (c&&)~ N [P, fi + (03. 
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Since C2P = N&W?) = (N(ti + VW)), A. + P = D. Choose b’ e D such 
that b z b’modA,p z b’ mod P. Then & - [P, b’ + oij[A, b’ + w] = 
[PA, b’ + w]. 
COROLLARY 5.11. Let D be a Dedekind domain with ideal class goa@ 
G. D $ne N: G(w) -+G by N({&}) = {N(d) fl D}. Then N is a homo- 
morfihsm and the kernel of N is the gro@ Hn of Theorem 5.7. 
Proof. Since (N[A, b + oiJ fl D)(N[A’, b’ + w] fl D) = AA’ = N([A, 
. b + EU] [A’, b’ + 01) fl D for invertible ideals [A, b + w], [A’, b’ + cu] in 
K, it follows that N is a homomorphism. Moreover, {[A, b + co]} E kernel 
of M if and only if N( [A, b f-- co]) fl D = A is principal. Q.E.D. 
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